Application of hard sphere perturbation theory for thermodynamics of model liquid metals.
Hard sphere perturbation theory (HSPT) has contributed toward the fundamental understanding of dense fluids for over 30 years. In recent decades, other techniques have been more popular. In this paper, we argue for the revival of hard sphere perturbation theory for the study of thermodynamics of dense liquid in general, and in liquid metal in particular. The weakness of HSPT is now well understood, and can be easily overcome by using a simple convenient Monte Carlo method to calculate the intrinsic error of HSPT free energy density. To demonstrate this approach, we consider models of liquid aluminum and sodium. We obtain the intrinsic error of HSPT with the Monte Carlo method. HSPT is shown to provide a lower free energy upper bound than one-component plasma (OCP) for alkali metals and polyvalent metals. We are thus able to provide insight into the long standing observation that a OCP is a better reference system than a HS for alkali metals.